A common objective in multi class, image analysis is to reduce the dimensionality of input data, and capture the most discriminant features in the projected space. In this work, we investigate a system that first finds clusters of similar points in feature space, using a nearest neighbor, graph based decomposition algorithm. This process transforms the original image data on to a subspace of identical dimensionality, but at a much flatter, color gamut. The intermediate representation of the segmented image, follows an effective, local descriptor operator that yields a marked compact feature vector, compared to the one obtained from a descriptor, immediately succeeding the native image. For evaluation, we study a generalized, multi resolution representation of decomposed images, parameterized by a broad range of a decreasing number of clusters. We conduct experiments on both non and correlated image sets, expressed in raw feature vectors of one million elements each, and demonstrate robust accuracy in applying our features to a linear SVM classifier. Compared to stateof-the-art systems of identical goals, our method shows increased dimensionality reduction, at a consistent feature matching performance.
INTRODUCTION
The mapping of data to a lower dimensional space is closely related to the process of feature extraction, and frequently commences as a step that follows the removal of distracting variance, from digital image libraries. The quest of dimensionality reduction (Bellman, 1961) , often arises in the domains of visual learning and statistical pattern recognition that inherently operate on high dimensional, input data. Increased size of feature vectors is subject to severe system implications, leading to exponential growth of both storage space of the learning model, and classification running time. Further challenged by repeated processing (Ravi Kanth et al., 1998) , due to dynamic inserts and deletions of database objects, inspired research to exploit a multitude of compute effective, dimensional reduction techniques. Of notable, practical relevance are raising information visualization quality, by finding two or three key dimensions of an object, from a high dimensional image representation; compressing data to fit a constrained memory footprint, and noise removal to improve accuracy performance. Both linear and nonlinear reduction methods were developed for each unsupervised and supervised learning settings, with the goal to minimize information loss and maximizing class discrimination, respectively (Saul et al., 2006) . The problem of dimensionality reduction may be best formulated as follows. Given a feature space x i ∈ R D , and input X = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n }, find output set y i ∈ R d where d << D. A faithful low dimensional representation maps nearby inputs to nearby outputs, while distant input points remain apart (Burges, 2005) .
For the past decade, construction and evaluation of local, image descriptor representations, have attracted considerable interest in the image understanding, research community. Local descriptors are employed in an extensive class of object recognition and image retrieval, real world applications. Owing to a compute efficient and highly distinctive description that sustains invariance to view and lighting transformations. Their excellent matching performance stems from yielding small changes to the extracted feature vector, in the event of smooth changes in any of location, orientation and scale. Nonetheless, local descriptor representation suffers from the shortcoming of redundant dimensionality, leading practitioners to explore more effective, post process reduction steps.
PCA-SIFT (Ke and Sukthankar, 2004) and PCA-HOG (Kobayashi et al., 2007) Gradient (HOG) descriptors, respectively. Both apply latent Principal Components Analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 1986) for feature selection. The standard SIFT representation employs 128 element vector, and for an empirical, feature space dimension of n = 20, PCA-SIFT reports a feature dimensionality reduction of about six. PCA-SIFT improves accuracy by eliminating variations due to unmodeled distortions. On the other hand, PCA-HOG proceeds in two processing phases. First, it obtains PCA score vectors from HOG features, and then applies an additional forward or backward, stepwise selection algorithm, to improve detection rate. PCA-HOG cites more modest reduction performance of about two, compared to native HOG. Similarly, Locality Preserving Projection (LPP) (He and Niyogi, 2003) , directed at preserving the intrinsic geometry of the data, is used in LPP-HOG (Wang and Zhang, 2008) . LPP-HOG demonstrates accuracy advantage, compared to PCA-HOG, for lower dimension, HOG block vectors, of less than 25 elements. Whereas a Partial Least Squares (PLS) (Wold, 1975) model in PLS-HOG (Mao and Xie, 2012) , seeks the extraction of an optimal number of latent variables, from HOG features. However, increased number of latent variables, might degrade matching performance, due to excessive noise. PLS-HOG shows better discrimination than PCA-HOG, and with fewer variables, outperforms the original HOG operator. Finally, a multi kernel learning (MKL) (Lin et al., 2011) approach that combines a set of local descriptors, by applying graph embedding techniques for dimensionality reduction, proves improved classification rate, compared to each descriptor, performing individually.
Rather than amending the local descriptor outcome, by employing a post, dimensionality reduction process, our work seeks a preprocessing step, to a successive HOG operator. This step produces a multi resolution, image decomposition (MID) representation, a set of maps of identical input dimensions, each with distinct, flat color segments, and progressively increased term frequencies. Leading the descriptor to render a continuous, concise representation, and yield a markedly smaller feature vector, compared to native HOG.
The main contribution of this paper is an intuitive representation that cooperates with a follow on descriptor operator, towards improved dimensionality reduction. Unlike a feature selection, post process that often involves a less predictive search of a small set of descriptor features, to capture the most useful information. We demonstrate high matching accuracy for multi class classification scenarios, at a comparable or better dimensionality reduction, reported on feature selection methods. Noteworthy in our verification methodology, is the use of high resolution, color images, each of 1024 by 1024 pixels, to gain a broad, and well defined array of decomposition maps. For brevity, we henceforth denote our method as HOG-MID. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details algorithms and provides theory to the HOG-MID concept, including the graph based, image decomposition technique we use, followed by outlining the relevant aspects of the HOG descriptor. In Section 3, we present our evaluation methodology, and analyze quantitative results of our experiments; comparing HOG-MID, for sets of multi resolution, decomposition maps, to standard HOG, and demonstrate dimensionality reduction effectiveness on feature matching. We conclude with a summary and future prospect remarks, in Section 4.
HOG-MID PROCESS
The HOG-MID method proceeds in two stages. First, we decompose the input image into a set of clusters of similar points, in feature space. This meta representation, formulates a unique signature of the input image, but at a much flatter color frequency. Thus letting the following HOG descriptor, effectively resorts to exclusively encode segment edges. Our model is further extended into a multi resolution format, with each generated map controlled by a non descending, minimum cluster size parameter. Figure 1 depicts the MID concept visually. As the decomposition, minimum segment size increases, the map segment resolution decreases, progressively. Whereas Figure 2 contrasts HOG feature extraction from a native image, against features abstracted from a decomposed image. Black pixel areas, evident of feature vector sparseness, are cumulatively larger for the segmented image, hence the apparent potential for improved dimensionality reduction. 
Image Decomposition
A wide range of vision problems make good use of robust and efficient, image decomposition computation. In particular, graph based methods have recently gained increased traction for performing image segmentation. An excellent review (Santle Camilus and Govindan, 2012), enumerates key, graph subdivision approaches, and cites their merits and shortfalls. The graph based, image decomposition technique we use, to benefit dimensionality reduction, closely follows and extends that of Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher (2004) . The method is attractive for both its ability to capture non local, perceptually important image attributes, and is computationally sound, running in O(n log n) time, with n the number of image pixels. We found the grid graph approach less informative, and opted for the nearest neighbor, weighted graph, whose nodes represent input patterns, and edges indicate neighborhood relations, in feature space. Formally, the undirected graph G = (N, E) has nodes, n i ∈ N, corresponding to each feature point, or a pixel, and an edge, e i, j ∈ E, connects a pair of feature points, n i and n j that are nearby in feature space. Each edge is associated with a weight, w i, j , a non negative measure of dissimilarity between feature points, n i and
Points in a segment are presumed to be alike, and samples of different segments are therefore dissimilar. Thus, edges between intra segment nodes, and edges between inter segment nodes have relatively lower and higher weights, respectively.
Our software maps each pixel in the image to the feature point ({x, y, z}, {r, g, b}) that combines three dimensional, position and color attributes. Whereas the squared Euclidean distance between points, is our chosen dissimilarity measure that constitutes the edge weight. We implemented our own version of the ANN algorithm (Arya and Mount, 1993) , to find for each point, a small, fixed number of nearest neighbors. This results in constructing an efficient graph of O(n) edges, with n the number of image pixels. For our experiments, ANN appears highly effective in processing million, six dimensional feature points, per image.
{S0, S1} = find(e.from, e.to) The image decomposition method (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004) , exploits the disjoint set, data structure (Cormen et al., 1990) , with union by rank and path compression. Its core implementation is comprised of two passes. Algorithm 1 first sorts graph edges by their weights, in a non decreasing order. Then, the decomposition forest is configured with n segments, each containing its own graph node. Respectively, a set of n thresholds, τ i , are initialized to a user specified, observation preference, k. A larger k implies larger segments, though smaller, distinct segments are allowed. Next, the method traverses the edges, and examines for each, the possible merge of the segments, corresponding to edge endpoints. It uses the disjoint set, find algorithm to retrieve the segments of interest, S0 and S1, and checks the edge weight against the threshold of each segment. If the test succeeds, the disjoint set, union operator is invoked to merge the two segments. The size of the compound segment, is the sum of the pixels of each of the merged segments. At most, only three disjoint set operations are required, per edge. Algorithm 2 is more of an optimization pass. It merges all pairs of decomposition segments, whose pixel count is less than a minimum segment size, s, a globally set, system parameter. The minimum segment size criterion, controls the decomposition resolution, evident by the number of segments, and is cardinal in forming our MID representation. {S0, S1} = find(e.from, e.to)
D.merge(S0, S1) We further extend the original decomposition algorithm, and optionally let the user specify a fixed number of segments, to be generated. Instead of a limiting, static parameter, we make the minimum segment size, s, adaptive, and keep iterating Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, in sequence. The computation terminates, once the decomposition resolution matches the desired number of pixel clusters. For this process to succeed deterministically, both the disjoint set size and minimum segment size parameters, must be real numbers, and properly express sub pixel resolution. Our extension merits the formalization of an immediate and a more generic, bag of visual words representation that follows similarity calculations from the well known Vector Space Model (Salton et al., 1975) .
HOG Descriptor
The process of creating a local descriptor, commonly involves the sampling of the magnitudes and orientations of the image gradient, in a region surrounding a candidate point, and building a map of interpolated, orientation histograms. The multi grid, histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) descriptor (Dalal and Triggs, 2005) (Felzenszwalb et al., 2010) , emerged as one of the highest feature scoring for visual recognition applications. HOG is computed by spatially combining oriented gradients into a grid of overlapping cells. It mainly captures object boundary information, and proved particularly effective in distributing local image intensity, without prior knowledge of an absolute, physical pixel location. Gradients are computed using finite difference filters [−1, 0, +1] with no smoothing, and the gradient orientation is discretized into p values, in the [0 • − 180 • ] range. Pixel based features of a grid cell, are summed and averaged to form a cell based feature map, C, leading to a marked footprint reduction of the feature vector. Furthermore, a pixel contributes to the feature vector of its four neighboring cells, a block, using bilinear interpolation, weighted by the distances from pixel (x, y) to the boundaries of its surrounding block (Figure 3) . To further improve invariance to gradient gain, Dalal and Triggs (2005) use four different normalization factors, one for each block cell, and the final HOG feature map is obtained by chaining the results of normalizing the cell based feature map, C, with respect to each factor, followed by truncation. The input for extracting a HOG feature vector is a 1024 by 1024, gray scale converted, color pixel array. In our implementation, we use a default HOG cell of 8 by 8 pixel region, and a block is comprised of 2 by 2 cells, or a 16 by 16 pixel area (Figure 3 ). An input image is therefore composed of 128 by 128 cells, which leads to a normalized feature vector of p = 9 linear orientation channels, each viewed as a matrix of 128 by 128, real elements. Or, an aggregate 147,456 vector dimensionality, considerably reduced compared to the raw pixel vector, made of one million elements. Still, the HOG feature vector is often fairly sparse and contains many zero elements (Figure 2) , hence subscribing to a suboptimal storage format. To mitigate this shortcoming, we further compress the representation into a compact list of (index, non-zero value) pairs. Our MID representation, with the flat color appearance of its segmented image collection (Figure 1) , is founded on optimally matching the HOG objective, for exclusively attending to edges. Thus promising, through its progressive maps, a more sustainable, reduced dimensionality of the sparse feature vector, we provide to our SVM classifier.
EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
To validate our system in practice, we have implemented a Direct2D image application that loads raw images into our C++, HOG-MID library. Our library commences feature extraction on either a native or a decomposed image. For creating the latter, the user either sets a fixed, minimum segment size, and lets the image feed into a HOG descriptor operator; or supplies a locked number of segments, whose term frequencies serve for a bag of visual words (BOVW) representation. Our image matching task, constitutes a multi class, classification problem, we break down into a series of two-class, binary subproblems, using a one-against-all discriminative process. In this paper, we only report results comparing dimensionality reduction of HOG-MID against standalone HOG, and leave BOVW similarity discussion to future research. 
Experimental Setup
First, we build a pair of labeled sets for training. One set of non correlated images, extracted randomly from the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset and Benchmark (BSDS, 2002) , and a correlated set of same person, facial images, retrieved from the Georgia Tech Face Database (GTFD, 1999 ). An initial set is composed of a small seed of four images, each representing a visual, base class. We then apply artificial warping to each of the base class, labeled images, and augment our training set by a factor of one hundred. This yields 800 cumulative, visual samples in total, equally divided into 400 images per set, with a set comprising of four, 100 image, base classes. In our evaluation, for each image, we explore nine progressive, multi resolution decomposition maps, by varying the minimum segment size parameter, s, in a wide range of 500 to 10000, yet k, the observation preference, is kept uniformly consistent, and set to 150. The MID representation of non and correlated, base class members, for the first six out of nine decomposition maps, is depicted in Figure 4 and Figure 5 , respectively.
To effectively score the set forth depth of multi resolution decompositions, base images are scaled up in our library to a canonical, 1024 by 1024, pixel resolution. For spawning base image instances, to artificially amplify our training dataset, we use image warping. Given a 2D image, f (x, y), and a coordinate system transform (x ′ , y ′ ) = h(x, y), we compute a transformed image g(x ′ , y ′ ) = f (T (x, y) ). Each pixel of the source, base image is mapped onto a corresponding position in the destination image (x ′ , y ′ ) = T (x, y). Where T is a 3 by 3, affine transformation, though limited in our design to rotations about the center of the image. We set the span for rotation angle ⌊α⌋ ∈ {0 • , 180 • }, and to select angles, we scan this range in a fixed increment, inversely proportional to our system varying, data expansion factor that defaults to 100. Gracefully augmenting synthetic, visual training content, mitigates over-fitting potential, often encountered in learning high dimensional, feature vectors.
The compact form of the extracted HOG, sparse vectors, for the entire training dataset, is forwarded to an SVM classifier. We selected SVM-Light (Joachims, 1999) , owing to its robust, large scale SVM training, and implemented a C++ wrapper on top, to seamlessly communicate with our HOG-MID software components. In our experiments, we mainly studied the linear SVM kernel. For either the non correlated or correlated data sets, we train four SVM models, each separating one group of images from the rest. The i-th SVM trains one base class of images, all labeled as ground-truth true, and the images of the remaining classes are labeled false. At the classification step, an unlabeled image is assigned to a class that produces the largest value of hyper-plane distance, in feature space. We use the hold out method with cross validation, to rank the performance of our system. Formally, our library sets up random resampling mode, and each class of a set becomes a two-way data split of native or MID images, with train and test collections, owning 80/20 percent shares, respectively.
Experimental Results
We study the impact of decomposition resolution on both feature dimensionality reduction, and image recognition performance.
In our experiments, we strike a reasonable balance between computation time and decomposition quality (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004) , by using ten nearest neighbors, of each pixel, to generate the graph edges. First, to infer how segments are allocated across our collection of base and artificially augmented sets, Table 1 outlines primitive statistical data of MID distribution. For the discrete series of our experimental, minimum segment size parameters, segments appear distributed more evenly in the correlated set, as evident from the standard deviation col- umn. The table serves a useful predicate of not-toexceed, ideal linear dimensionality reduction, based on the ratio between the figures of the first and last, minimum segment size settings. For the non correlated image set, Figure 6 depicts decomposition resolution as a function of non descending, minimum segment size parameters, and closely resembles a negative exponent distribution function. The function commences with a steep segment resolution decline, and transitions into a more mild descent, for a minimum segment size greater than 2000 pixels. For a base class representative of the non correlated set, Figure 7 shows term frequency distribution curves, parametrized by non decreasing minimum segment size, as a function of a biased to the center, segment id. Noticeable are the higher frequency segments around id 0, indicative of an uneven segment size distribution. In an alternate perspective, Figure 8 illustrates the HOG-MID average of the sparse, feature vector dimension, for each augmented base class, as a function of ascending minimum segment size. For reference, the HOG feature vector, extracted from the native image, is shown at the minimum segment size of one pixel. Relative to the native HOG, we report for the entire non correlated set, a respectful maximum dimensionality reduction of 7.3, at the coarsest resolution, decomposition map. Similarly, for the correlated image set, we outline decomposition resolution, term frequency distribution, and sparse, feature vector dimensionality in Figure Noteworthy for the correlated set, are the more evenly and wider spread, distributed term frequencies. Relative to a more sparser, native HOG, maximum dimensionality reduction of the feature vector is 7.1, slightly smaller, yet consistent with the non correlated set. Finally, we report SVM classification performance of the randomly selected images for the test held partitions, of each of the non and correlated training sets, respectively. Figure 12 shows the minimum accuracy, obtained from all four augmented, base classes of each set, as a function of increased HOG-MID, dimensionality reduction of feature space, relative to native HOG. Native HOG is assigned a dimensionality reduction of one, and the normalized, dimensionality reduction values of progressive MID, are derived from the sparse vector data of Figure 8 and Figure 11 , respectively. We contend the minimum accuracy metric we chose, is rather appropriate for our study, thus subscribing to more conservative results. The non correlated image set, exhibits a moderate, linear trend in accuracy decline, averaging about 0.98. Figure 11: Correlated set: average of the sparse, feature vector dimensionality, for each augmented base class, as a function of ascending minimum segment size, in pixels. Whereas the less discriminative, correlated set poses a greater recognition challenge, and hence follows a steeper polynomial curve, descending to 0.92 accuracy, for a dimensionality reduction of 7.1. Compared to state-of-the-art systems of similar goals, Table 2 and Figure 13 show for each, both the dimensionality reduction of feature space, relative to the respective native local descriptor, and the best accuracy rate trade-off, given an experimental set property, as follows. For PCA-SIFT, we chose space dimension n = 36, to closely match the perceived HOG-MID accuracy rate. Similarly, the best recog- nition rate noted for PCA-HOG, was achieved using the backward, stepwise selection algorithm. Whereas using 24 LPP-HOG features, reported the lowest false positive rate of 2.9%. Ten latent variables for PLS-HOG, produced the minimal miss rate of 0.12, in applying a false positives per window criterion of 10 −4 . In contrast, HOG-MID notably advances feature vector compactness, over post descriptor, feature selection methods, while sustaining closely parallel accuracy rates. For the non correlated set, we report a compelling dimensionality reduction of 6, at a matching rate of 97.4%, setting the decomposition, minimum segment size to about 7000 pixels. Likewise, the correlated set shows feature space reduction of 5, for 96.1% accuracy, and an effective, 6000 pixels, minimum segment size.
CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated the apparent potential in our more instinctive HOG-MID method, to accomplish scalable, feature dimensionality reduction that is vital in image understanding applications. The embodiment of multi resolution, decomposition space, while keeping pixel resolution constant, is computationally effective and more compact, compared to both native HOG and state-of-the-art, compound local image descriptors. Thus leading to a robust discriminative performance for the more challenging, correlated set of same person, facial images. In pursuit of further representation conciseness, HOG-MID outstands in its orthogonality to benefit a system that subsequently deploys, more advanced projective and manifold based reduction methods. Another direct evolution of our work, is exploiting BOVW similarity approach, as an alternative to HOG descriptor. This is motivated by our extension to the decomposition algorithm that alleviates the constraint of an inadmissible, user determined, fixed decomposition resolution.
